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BLASTDOOR: NOISE CANCELLATION DOOR

45 DB SOUND INSULATION

PRODUCT DETAILS

Suitable for: recording studio, live room

The cover door can be seamlessly
inserted to break the perception
of the door with a seam. Breaking
through the traditional structure,
the G65 is the first to adopt a
double-step cover-type seamless
closuclosure design. The structure is more solid and firm, and the appearance is more novel and novel,
so that you can see the door without seams and the sound is seamless.

Environmental protection level: In line with
international E0 environmental standards (zero emissions)
Finishing material: Korea PP anti-staining and scratch-
resistant finish
Specifications reference: H2200 * W900 * D200-400mm
Monomer weight: Door page ≤80 Kg; door frame ≤50 Kg
Sound insulation performance: STC 45 dB

Air sound insulation:
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Customized instructions: Accept non-standard
specifications, color finishes, appearances, hardware
accessories, double door customization, non-standard door
sound insulation may be affected, non-standard custom
doors do not have standard door to buy and install
conditions, custom time is expected to 45 days.

Professional 65mm thick sound insulation door page
Patented servo-type telescopic door frame
German original flame retardant 1 hour sound insulation door core
German original thermal expansion smoke resistance sealing strip
German original angular sound insulation rubber strip
Internal and external double-toothed
SStainless steel coated ultra-thin Menkan
German-style six-dimensional regulation hinge
Airtight mute door lock
German original automatic sound insulation door gate
One-piece metal circular sound insulation vacuum glass
observation window

Available
colours

Ultra-thin sills can not resist the magnetic double-stage ultra-thin sill design, anti- leakage does not
hinder, there is a solution to the pain at the bottom of the door, the reinforced stainless steel covered
sill design is anti-wear and easy to clean.

German-style hinge six-dimensional regulation to breaking through the traditional constraints, let the
door pages live and live. The up and down can be adjusted, and the door pages are reversed and
treated quickly and easily, and the pens are kept straight and parallel at any time.


